DANGER – DO NOT TREAT!
PREFACE
The most dangerous among us, the hiding in plain sight subjects are perhaps pre
consciously feared to such an extent that we leave them alone, contain them within their
group and leave them undisturbed until unmitigated revulsion forces proof of their
crimes as that proof leaks to an incapacity for denial to sustain:
Adolf Hitler, Jeffrey Dahmer,
NewTown, Charlottesville
What have we not learned from atrocities of the hiding in plain site victims and abusers
about our capacity for denial in the face of the unspeakable, we will attempt a beginning
of codifying the characteristics of the perpetrator who befuddles our minds and the
reasons that their success derives from their insights into us and those among us who are
willing to conspire or simply avoid confrontation.
Let us begin at the beginning with evidence presented – someone has seen something,
repressed the knowledge, denied the horror, come up with a plausible explanation to
calm themselves and move on with their lives undisturbed. The police who returned a
dazed teenage boy to Jeffrey Dahmer, the casual, brief exchange between six year old
James Bulger and his ten year old captors with the woman who noticed a seemingly
uncomfortable, fearful little boy, both accepted the plausible explanations despite a
vague discomfort. These are passing moments, but there are the experiences of members
of the community who observe families with children who have little or no contact with
the community, what contact exists suggests something wrong........ bruises, sickness,
shabby clothes, filthy appearance, poor hygiene........ignored or explained with
judgment, hostility and prejudice until there is an eruption and an unwelcome,
undeniable truth explodes.
Beyond the subtle, we have denial and argument against abuse on the part of authorities
specifically charged with child protection and yet these agencies across the country are
the best well know offenders of children's rights and children's protection. We are
interested in exploring the dynamic between the nature of extreme offenders who go
undetected over time and the nature of those authorities – police, evaluators, court actors
who fail to rescue children living with extreme sadistic abuse over a period of time
(Tracy Fabre) .We are addressing children whose family members have sought help and
have been denied by authorities, children whose abuse is discovered as a result of their
deaths.*........., children who have survived their years of predator possession and speak

out in a variety of ways, or those who are “discovered” having been living in plain sight
for years as sex slave incest captives*,
We believe that one answer lies in the shared mechanism of perpetrator conviction and
victim fear– NO ONE WILL BELIEVE YOU – I AM MORE CREDIBLE THAN YOU
as well as the paranoid stance of legal authorities and law enforcement that people in
certain vulnerable, questionable situations will lie to advance their positions in order to
take advantage of the opposing side. Victim status is mercurial and open to challenge
and interpretation, credibility subject to the imagination, empathy, identification of the
listener and the listener's responsibility for engagement and intervention ................
Our question is – what is the (dynamic) of credibility when hard evidence exists in the
form of established symptom behavior, witness statements and despite the reality, the
simple logic presenting evidence of crimes of the most severe abuse the “don't believe
your lying eyes” mind set takes over . In this parallel reality, protectors are discredited,
abusers are heralded as victims and children are sacrificed to the best carnival barker.
THE NATURE OF THE BEAST
Describing Pseudopsychopathic Schizophrenia / The Sanity/Madness of Collaboration
Lauretta Bender, MD psychoanalyst began to develop the concept of pseudopsychopathic schizophrenia, a concept that breaches boundaries of encapsulated
madness and criminality, binding medical science and analytic theory. The mask of
sanity, veiled insanity are descriptive terms used to capture the essence of the truly
depraved predator who freely lives and walks among us because we are studied. We, the
community from which the predator derives prey and survives in plain sight studies the
audience with which he interacts in a dance of defiance to never reveal the true self and
to preserve the freedom to abuse.
Values of genial connection, pleasure in the company of others is an ethnocentric,
analytic norm, held out as a goal for those “loners” viewed as shy, insecure, immature
outsiders, longing to join the group. Identified socially isolated individuals are
encouraged to engage in psychotherapy, group psychotherapy, psychopharmacology to
alter a mind set always seen as “treatable”....... with the correct treatment, the correct
therapist.
Warning – Do Not Treat refers to the clinical wisdom that treating psychopaths with
insight oriented psychotherapy creates a more dangerous psychopath, better equipped to
fool, seduce, to use the language of insight to snare victims and fool authorities, or
therapists.
Pedestrian psychology/psychotherapy does not appear to have incorporated in their

ranks a level of psychopathology deemed incurable because the subject neither thinks of
themselves as ill, unhappy with themselves or their view of life. What they are unhappy
with is their position of not being able to live the reclusive life in which they are able to
exercise their uninhibited aggressive, sexual appetites without restraint. Defiance driven
by grandiosity knows no bounds of engagement with the dead or living, infants to aged,
animals to objects. Engagement of instincts and impulses are bound by individual space,
time, access, protected by money, power, non interference by authorities. Drug and
alcohol use are not the factors releasing inhibition, the fantasies are and have been there,
usually from very early childhood. Substances may enhance or free the subject from
inhibition or enhance the experience.
There is no sense of community, companionship. The sounds and voices of others are at
best, white noise, at worst an irritant. Others are kept alive, maintained, barely with
minimum food and no concern for sanitary conditions or any form of comfort. If
members of the household could be kept in cages they would be and sometimes they are.
What goes on inside the household, when the door is closed differs markedly from the
social patter, mask of sanity and civility that passes for normality when the family group
is together.
The roiling mass of drives live within a calm, reasonable, seemingly well socialized, un
intrusive individual, generally seen as pleasant enough, decent neighbor, no problem to
others. If anything, the presentation is one being somewhat put upon/victimized/treated
unfairly, rousing sympathy and support from casual acquaintances. Attention to social
presentation is guarded with an emphasis on secrecy, severe punishment to anyone who
betrays the code of silent normality
The mind set of the subject we refer to as “predator in possession”, the profile of pseudo
psychopathic schizophrenia involves a stance in which the existence of others has no
value other than to act as servants/objects to be used or acted upon in service of the
needs and impulses of the person who is the master. The need for company,
companionship has no value because the subject is absorbed with their own thoughts and
fantasies. The predator/pps individual may on occasion have a partner who shares the
delusion of the total superiority of the mate. That person serves selflessly dealing with
children as feeding mice to snakes. Children are as disposable in fact as the predator
holds them to be and the value of the mate who serves is as meaningless, despite
devotion.
There is no sense of separation or loss – only replacement and disposability. Death is
met with as an attitude of inconvenience, an imposition. Long term associations when
gone are given no thought. Vestiges of their one time presence are thrown in the
garbage. Human replacements for departed group members may more likely experience
the hostility directed at the departed for their departure.

The inner life/inner sanctum is sequestered. Routine movements are shrouded in
secrecy, guarded by vigilance. Whatever the domicile it tends to be isolated and very
private. Paranoid projection causes the other to be the constant subject of assault,
physical and verbal. The look or sound of an animal may cause an unleashing of
massive fury, leading to vicious attack/slaughter. The assaults serve as messages to other
members of the household as to what could easily happen to them at any moment and at
any moment some member of the household is in danger of severe assault, possibly
leading to hospitalization or death. The predator is always prepared with a story, an
excuse, supported by other members of the household and inexplicably others who
should be questioning whatever, are not. A sense of simmering violence in the midst of
relative calm is palpable and seems to most often act as a viable barrier to social
intrusion.
The relationship to the world is one in which the predator is always aware of what others
are doing and thinking. The other is studied, the subject of inquiry and learning the right
answer. Engagement with others is an experience of learning about the other and
gauging how to achieve the goal. There is no authentic self or honest answer. The
experience of therapy is a process of exploring and learning from the therapist,
exchanging correct answers, asking the right questions. The gratifying “patient” shows
progress at the right intervals because the patient is reading about therapy and
researching the therapist.
THE SANITY AND MADNESS OF COLLABORATION
Money, power and madness has the capacity to meet and thrive in a forum where
authority and “logical” discourse may be mediated by forces of absolute, unchallenged
authority, driven by financial capacity and the authority of so called experts to offer
unchallenged/unfounded opinions.
We see in many court situations manipulation of evidence, testimony and the evidence
trail of psychopathic evaluators, separated from their crazed subjects only the degrees of
their capacity to better sublimate their depraved drives and impulses. They keenly share
the sensibilities of their very depraved PPS subjects as they touch upon topics of
relevance in their interviews, then veer from deeper exploration or purposely subvert the
correct, well established and documented interpretations of subject matter that are
recurrent themes of deviance. No new material exists under heaven and earth that has
not been explored between the Greeks, the Chinese and Indians from India. The
language of sadism and abuse has traversed time and space and makes its presence
known to each generation and population.
The “expert” invested with the power and authority of degrees whose course content in

all the diversity that exists in advanced studies remains a mystery to the ignorant court,
the “expert “ can spout any sort of nonsense of disinformation or junk science,
uncorrected, leaving psychopaths to reign and to seize power over innocents.
The Judge or the Evaluator, or other court actors in power who are themselves
predators, who are themselves more highly evolved, but still highly pathological figures
become engaged in a forum where victims and predators graze and roam. If the
authorities are themselves more highly evolved psychopaths, able to identify victims,
engage, collaboratively with and identify other predators, how likely is it that sharing
wealth and spoils will take place. How likely is is that the forum for child protection,
custody assignment becomes a field for the blood sport of sharing victims and financial
spoils........ We suggest that we are already there and have tangible proof of such sadistic
engagement in multiple acts of fraud and financial manipulation for personal benefit will
be exposed in writing and publication.

